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Abstract 

 

The canine transmissible venereal tumor (CTVT) is one of the few clonally 

transmissible cancers in nature and the only one that fully regress following 

treatment with vincristine. The molecular signature of CTVT regression has 

been described in a recent paper published in Cancer Cell, revealing some 

fundamental insights into cancer regression. 

 

CTVT is a contagious cancer already described in the XIX century as a fungous 

excrescence with ulcerations growing from the genital mucosae or skin. CTVT is 

naturally transmitted between dogs by coitus, biting or licking affected areas and was 

the first tumor to be experimentally transplanted, well before the introduction of 

inbred mice (1). Although the etiology of this cancer was proposed to be a viral or 

parasitic infection, CTVTs collected from different dogs in different continents share a 

similar karyotype and a LINE-MYC insertion, which raised the possibility that CTVT 

might have originated from a common ancestor (1). In 2006 we proved the clonal 

origin of CTVT, demonstrating that a mammalian cancer cell can transmit as a 

“parasite” (2). Our results received further support from the analysis of CTVT 

mitochondrial DNA and the sequencing of its genome, which indicated that this 

cancer originated around 11,000 years ago (3). Remarkably, CTVT is not unique. 

Two transmissible cancers have been found in Tasmanian devils, collectively known 

as Tasmanian devil facial disease (TDFD), and two in clams (4). Hence transmissible 

cancers may emerge in the right ecological conditions. 

 

CTVT is a very interesting model for cancer immunology (5). Firstly, this tumor has 

evolved to escape immune detection, despite extensive dog leukocyte antigen (DLA) 

polymorphisms. Secondly, naturally transmissible CTVT often fully regresses in dogs 

treated with vincristine, sometimes even a single dose being sufficient to elicit a full 

response. Histological data on CTVTs pointed to an immune-mediated mechanism of 

regression (1). Thirdly, many dog cancers share close similarities with human 

cancers, providing important parallels to study their etiology and behavior. 

 

We therefore investigated the mechanisms leading to the regression of naturally 

transmitted CTVTs to address some fundamental questions: how is tolerance to this 

cancer broken? What is the role of chemotherapy? How is the cancer rejected? And 

what is its cellular origin? 

 

To address these questions, we obtained sequential biopsies before and after 

vincristine administration from four CTVTs that regressed and four CTVTs that did 

not regress following treatment. We analyzed by RNAseq gene expression changes 

in these biopsies; we contrasted regressing and non-regressing CTVTs and, using a 

stringent statistical approach, we identified a core of 127 genes strictly associated 
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with regression. This analysis revealed that regression proceeds in steps: first, we 

detected a strong induction of the innate immune response characterized by acute 

expression of interferon-stimulated genes and chemokines CCL5 and CCL28. 

Simultaneously, we found a clear signature of epithelial cell activation and 

differentiation. Second, we found a substantial loss of expression of genes related to 

the cell-cycle and a striking increase in abundance of gene markers for CD8 and 

CD4 T lymphocytes, NK cells and B cells, and an inflammatory signature (IL-17 and 

CCR5 signaling). Lastly, we detected upregulation of genes related to cell movement 

and differentiation, similar to wound healing (6). 

 

The picture that emerged from these results indicates that vincristine initially induces 

a strong inflammatory response, even before it arrests the cell cycle by affecting 

microtubule depolarization. A key component of this response is CCL5, which 

attracts to, and retains into the tumor site T-lymphocytes, NK cells and myeloid cells 

that are crucial to reject the cancer (6). This agrees with previous observations that 

higher CCL5 levels correlate with slower disease progression and better response to 

therapy in lung adenocarcinoma (7). Furthermore, it supports recent work showing 

that certain chemotherapeutic agents generate an inflammatory response that 

sensitizes tumors to immune check-point therapy (8). However, whilst it is generally 

thought that the tumor cells contribute to the inflammation, we found that, in CTVT, 

this acute response is dictated mainly by the host cells surrounding or within the 

tumor itself. Indeed, because CTVT has a clonal origin and is different from the host, 

we were able to differentiate host from tumor genes in our expression analysis (6). 

Most likely, this early inflammation to which epithelial cells seem to contribute, is 

caused by the release of damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) from dying 

cancer cells after vincristine administration. 

 

We also analyzed changes in DNA methylation by methylation-dependent DNA 

immunoprecipitation (MeDIP) in the CTVT biopsies and found that up-regulated 

genes were de-methylated at the first and 3’ most exon (rather than at promoter CpG 

islands) in regressing CTVTs. Strikingly, however, we found that non-regressing 

CTVTs, whose DNA was also initially demethylated at the same sites, actually re-

methylated their DNA later on. This is in agreement with the notion that de-

methylating agents may trigger re-expression of genes for inflammation and reverse 

tumor immune evasion (8), but also suggests that de-methylation may not be stable.  

 

To understand the cell origin of CTVT, we examined genes profoundly down 

regulated in the last biopsy of the regressing tumors, when the tumor mass 

disappeared. Gene pathway analysis indicated that CTVT is similar to melanoma at 

the transcriptional level. This is plausible because melanoma can form on genital 

mucosae or skin, which is suitably positioned for venereal transmission (6). 

 

Our study has provided fundamental insights into the pivotal role of innate immunity 

in breaking tolerance to this cancer and its link with epigenetic modifications. It also 

lends support to the exciting concept that chemotherapy may act in novel ways, 

beyond its classical cytostatic effect, that can be harnessed to break tumor tolerance 

(9). The dramatic improvement in survival of non-small cell lung cancer patients 
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obtained by combining chemotherapy with anti-PD1 antibodies lends strong support 

to this idea (10).   
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Figure 1 
 
Regression of an ocular form of CTVT after treatment with vincristine in a mixed 
breed dog called Whisky. The key steps and pathways leading to regression are 
indicated.  


